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ABSTRACT
Data in online social network and social media systems provides a significant source of information about individual
attitudes, preferences, and relationships. While there is a
large body of work using statistical and machine learning
techniques to predict the characteristics of text and users
from documents, these efforts typically do not try to exploit
the text to infer personality traits and understand interpersonal communications. However, some recent work in social
psychology has focused on the aspects of writing and speech
that are suggestive of personal characteristics. These efforts differ from much of the current work in text mining in
that they focus on “style” rather than content—by modeling
usage patterns involving the most frequent words (i.e., function words such as “the”, “is”, “a”). In this work, we identify
stylistic patterns in communication data through the use
of latent semantic analysis on function words. We use the
discovered topics in logistic regression models and show that
style is more predictive than content for several classification
tasks focusing on personal traits such as gender, political
party affiliation, verbal aggressiveness, and sentiment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last ten years, online social networks (OSNs)
and social media have become an integral aspect of the social fabric that today has far-reaching influence on nearly all
aspects of our lives. The data in these online systems provides a significant source of information about individual
attitudes and preferences, as well as social relationships. If
machine learning methods can be developed to analyze this
social and relational information, it will enable us to better
understand how individual and peer characteristics interact
to influence subsequent behavior. Ultimately, understanding
these social processes may offer us mechanisms with which
to automatically predict behavior from observational data
in social systems.
There is a large body of work using statistical and machine
learning techniques to predict the characteristics of text and
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users from documents. For example, researchers have used
automated methods for analyzing sentiment [25], predicting
reading level [11], detecting gender [35, 18], discriminating
authors [4], evaluating text quality [1], and predicting genre
category [30]. However, since these efforts are primarily investigated by the information retrieval and natural language
processing communities, the focus is generally on automatically understanding textual content to drive the development of methods to organize, rank, and retrieve documents
in an online setting. While there has been growing interest
in methods that can automatically personalize systems to
individual preferences and characteristics [32, 17], these efforts rarely try to exploit the text to infer personality traits
and understand interpersonal communications.
In contrast, much of the research in social psychology
studying personality has focused on the collection and analysis of self-report data. There has been some recent work
that shows implicit behavioral traces communicate personal
characteristics [22, 14]. Initially this work focused on physical traces that could be found in bedrooms and offices (e.g.,
books). However, the recent explosive growth in the use of
the World Wide Web has produced a wealth of electronic
traces in webpages and Facebook pages, which exhibit aspects of personality as well [34, 5]. Indeed, recent work in
this direction suggests that OSN profile and activity data is
correlated with each of the Big Five personality factors [15,
13] and that Twitter activity data is correlated with at least
three of the five personality factors [28]. This related work
suggests that communicative acts contain implicit behavioral information that is likely to provide a rich source of
data to automatically identify and predict personal traits.
A related line of work in social psychology has focused
on the aspects of writing and speech that are suggestive of
personal characteristics [8, 24, 7, 10, 20]. These efforts differ
from much of the current work in text mining in that they
focus on “style” rather than content. Specifically, the social psychologists have focused on analyzing writing “style”
through the use of functions words. There are less than 400
function words (pronouns, prepositions, articles, conjunctions, and auxiliary verbs), yet they account for over 50% of
the words used in daily speech [29]. These function words
correspond to what is conventionally found on “stop word”
lists in the information retrieval community. Stop word lists
are comprised of the most frequent words in the documents
(e.g., “the”, “is”, “he”, “a”). Since the majority of text mining efforts aim to automate Web search and retrieval, as
a pre-processing step “stop words” are often dropped from
the text before analysis, because they do not contain much

information about the content (e.g., topic) of the document.
However, since the same content can be expressed in many
different ways, one’s style is determined through the particular choice and combination of function words in speech/writing. Thus, the way that people use function words can reflect
their motives, needs, and important dimensions of personality. While these function words may not be discriminative
with respect to content, nor do they help in understanding
semantics, recent work in social psychology has shown that
the use of function words reveal a range of personal characteristics, including gender, age, status, and self-esteem [10].
In this work, we aim to extend previous research and investigate whether function word patterns can be exploited to
automatically predict behavior and traits. The recent work
connecting stylistic patterns of writing (both in online and
offline settings) to components of the Big Five personality
factors [3, 24, 20] is suggestive that the stylistic patterns of
communication will be indicative of other personality traits
as well. Specifically, we use latent semantic analysis to automatically identify aspects of both style and content in Congressional speeches and inter-personal communication (both
online and face-to-face). We then use the latent style topics
and content topics to learn predictive models of individual
traits. Our analysis shows that through the use of style
topics we can significantly improve the predictive accuracy
for several classification tasks including: political party, bill
sentiment, gender, and verbal aggressiveness.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Recent work that has examined individual characteristics
in the context of social media and online social networks
(OSNs) has examined the degree to which OSN information correlates with certain personality characteristics [15,
13, 28]. Gosling et al. [15] study how personality is reflected
in OSNs by examining Facebook usage patterns. The authors find several connections between the Big Five personality traits (i.e., openness, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism) and profile information and
Facebook-related behaviors. For example, both frequency of
Facebook usage and engagement in the site were correlate
with extraversion. The social engagement that extraverts
seek out leaves behind a behavioral residue in the form of
friends lists and picture postings. Golbeck et al. [13] gather
all the public Facebook profile data from a set of 300 subjects and used this information to learn predictive models
for each of the Big Five personality traits. Using 161 features describing the Facebook profile of each user, they are
able to learn models that can predict each of the five personality factors to within 11% of the actual values. Quercia
et al. [28] analyze the relationship between personality and
different types of Twitter users, using a set of 300 subjects.
The authors show that they can predict a user’s personality
simply based on three profile features: counts of following,
followers, and listed. The results show that these three quantities can be used to predict the user’s five personality traits
with RMSE less than one on a 1-5 scale. Although these investigations have identified the information in online profiles
and activity that can be used to predict personality traits,
they are limited in their focus on individual level profile information rather than textual communication information.
On the other hand, previous research has shown that linguistic patterns are correlated with personality traits [8, 10,
20]. Campbell & Pennebaker [8] examine writing samples

from undergraduates describing traumatic events to investigate the relationship between writing style and health practices. Using latent semantic analysis (LSA), the authors
find that the use of function words (particularly personal
pronouns) was related to positive health outcomes. Chung
& Pennebaker [10] discuss research that has found (1) the
use of first person singular is associated with negative affective states, (2) the combined use of first person singular
pronouns and exclusive words is associated with honesty,
and (3) the relative use of first person singular pronouns
in dyads is indicative of the relative status of two people
(the person with fewer “I” words tends have higher status).
Furthermore, they report that there are sex differences in
the use of virtually all function words: pronouns, prepositions, articles, and auxiliary verbs. Mairesse et al. [20] also
analyze writing samples from undergraduates and learn classification, regression, and ranking models to predict the Big
Five personality traits. The models are built from a wide
range of linguistic features that include frequency counts of
88 word categories, features from the MRC Psycholinguistic
database, and utterance types. The results confirm previous
findings linking language and personality, while revealing
many new linguistic markers.
Related work on learning descriptive models of documents
or communications, including networks of linked documents,
focuses primarily on the use of latent variable models (e.g.,
LSA [12], LDA [6]) to cluster the terms and/or documents
into topics, roles, or groups. For example, McCallum et
al. [21] learn topic distributions based on a network of email
messages sent/received among users, where the textual content is on the links of the graph. The model assumes the
following generative process: users have (latent) roles in
the network (e.g., faculty, secretary), when a user writes
an email, a language model is chosen based on the user’s
current role as well as the role of the recipient, the selected
language model then determines the observed words in the
email message. A complementary set of works consider similar latent variable models to understand patterns in hyperlinked document networks [9, 23, 31]. Here the textual
content is on the nodes of the graph (i.e., documents) and
the generative process assumes that documents are members of (latent) groups representing particular topics, then
the latent group memberships determines both the content
of the document (i.e., words) and the hyperlinks to other
documents (i.e., references). The primary aim of these past
modeling efforts has been on discovering clusters of documents and users to describe the overall patterns in the data,
rather than to predict particular characteristics of the users.
In our work, we will focus on developing predictive models of
user traits (i.e., gender, political party) that can incorporate
individual patterns of communication style.
Our work is based on findings in social psychology that
have correlated aspects of writing and speech to personal
characteristics [8, 24, 7, 10, 20]. This analysis diverges from
conventional text mining and information retrieval in that
it focuses more on linguistic style than content. The majority of natural language processing methods for Web search
and retrieval remove “stop words” from the text as a preprocessing step before analysis. Stop word lists are comprised of the most frequent words in the documents since
these words are thought to obscure the content information
in less frequent words. The social psychologists however,
observe that the same content can be expressed in many

different ways. Thus one’s “style”, as reflected through the
particular choice and combination of function words in communication, is often indicative of personal traits and behavior. In this work, we aim to extend these findings and
investigate whether patterns in functions word usage can
be exploited to automatically infer personal traits—both in
longer communications (e.g., speeches) and in shorter group
communications (e.g., online chats and verbal discussion).

3.
3.1

DATA
Speech corpus

Our first corpus consists of the ConVote dataset [33], which
we refer to as the Speech corpus. ConVote is comprised of
the set of speeches from the 2005 U.S. House record concerning a bill that went up for vote and received at least 20%
‘Yes’ and at least 20% ‘No’ votes. A speech is an uninterrupted utterance by a single Representative. In the Speech
corpus documents correspond to unannotated speeches from
ConVote (“data stage three”). The speeches are already tokenized with Penn Treebank tokenization [19]. We remove
speeches with less than 150 words. The Speech corpus contains 365 Representatives, 53 bills, and 2071 speeches with
a mean document length of 569 words. There are 24,194
distinct words in the corpus.
We use the speaker’s party affiliation (Democrat/Republican) and the speaker’s vote (Yes/No) on the bill discussed in
the speech as prediction targets. The one Independent Representative, Bernie Sanders, caucuses with the Democrats,
so we used this as his party affiliation. The Republicans
were the majority party in 2005. There is good evidence to
suggest that training a text classifier to predict party with
speeches from a single session will produce a classifier that
is more sensitive to indicators of party status (majority/minority) than of ideology [16].

3.2

Communications corpora

The second corpus consists of data gathered in a psychology laboratory experiment which focused on understanding
the communication differences between distributed and colocated groups. During these experiments undergraduate
students were assigned to teams of 3-5 individuals and given
the task of working together to solve a complex task. Participants in the first phase of the experiment were assigned
to distributed teams and the groups communicated using an
online chat room. Participants in the second phase of the
experiment were assigned to collocated teams and the groups
communicated verbally (i.e., face-to-face) within a single
room. The Phase II verbal communications were videotaped
and then later transcribed to electronic form. We will hereby
refer to Phase I as Chat and Phase II as Face-to-face.
Each team was given a logic problem to solve as a group
during a 45 minute time period. An example of one such
puzzle is given a set of names, occupations, and companies
identify the occupation of each person and what company
they work for using a set of constraints. After the session
participants would complete surveys detailing the performance of each member including themselves and the performance of the group as a whole. The categories in which
members were evaluated included involvement, trustworthiness, respectability, likability, conflict with the team, competence, task versus social (focus on the task compared to interested in conversation), dominance/assertiveness, nervous-

ness, and productivity. The participants evaluated the performance of the group in the categories of trustworthiness,
cohesion, satisfaction, productivity, and performance/effectiveness. Individuals also rated themselves in terms of communication anxiety, verbal aggressiveness, and self-esteem.
Each response was given on a scale of 1-7 except for the
self-esteem which was on a scale of 0-4. The transcripts of
Face-to-face tended to be longer than those of Chat, with
the participants of Face-to-face speaking an average of 31.2
times while the participants of Chat posted an average of
8.6 messages.
For the experiments in this paper, we created one document per participant consisting of all of that participant’s
utterances during the session. We tokenize these documents
with the Penn Treebank tokenization. We remove documents with less than 25 words. We use the speaker’s gender
(Male/Female) as a prediction target. We also use Rosenberg self-esteem scores (on a scale 0-40) and verbal aggressiveness scores (0-80). We turn this into binary prediction
tasks by removing the middle tertile and predicting whether
the score is High or Low. This means that when we predict self-esteem and verbal aggressiveness the corpus size is
reduced by one third.

Chat corpus.
There are 500 participants in 150 groups. Mean document
length is 222 words. There are 5,149 distinct words.

Face-to-face corpus.
There are 276 participants in 77 groups. Mean document
length is 1,077 words. There are 3,486 distinct words.

4.

METHODS

We use techniques based on Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA [12]) to extract “style” and “content” topics of the
textual data and investigate whether they predict speaker
traits. LSA may be used to automatically extract k topics
from a semantic space. This can be thought of as a type of
dimensionality reduction where the documents are projected
into k dimensions (or topics).

4.1

Pre-processing

As described in the data section, a document in the Speech
corpus corresponds to a single uninterrupted utterance in
the House Record. For the Chat and Face-to-face a document is the concatenation of all a participant’s utterances
in the study transcript. The documents are tokenized with
Penn Treebank tokenization. We discard documents with
fewer than 150 words for the Speech corpus and documents
with fewer than 25 words for the Chat and Face-to-face corpora.

4.2

Term count model

To represent a semantic space with n words and m documents we use a term count model. This is a vector space
representation consisting of an n × m term-document matrix (TDM) denoted M with element (i, j) representing the
frequency of word wi in document dj . Column j of M is the
document vector dj .

4.3

Style and content semantic spaces

We split a corpus into two semantic spaces, style and content, represented by term-document matrices Ms and Mc .

4.4

Latent semantic analysis

In latent semantic analysis, dimensionality reduction to k
latent topics is accomplished via a truncated singular value
decomposition. We use LSA on the training documents and
this gives us their latent representation
Mk = Uk Σk VkT

(1)

where Mk is the rank k approximation of M with minimal
error. Columns of the matrix VkT , called the right singular
vectors, represent the length k latent feature vectors of the
training documents. For document j the right singular vecT
tor is dˆj = Σ−1
k Uk dj . The left singular vectors (the columns
of the m × k matrix Uk ) represent the topics and the singular values (the diagonal entries of the k × k square diagonal
matrix Σk ) represent the topics’ relative importance. The
topics (left singular vectors) are a word combination pattern
over all m words.
We keep the topics and their singular values from training
and use them to transform test documents into the latent
feature space via the equation
T
q̂ = Σ−1
k Uk q

(2)

Words in the test documents which are not in the training
set have no representation in the term count model created
from the training set and therefore have no contribution to
the latent features of the test documents.
We do LSA with k = 10 topics independently on the style
semantic space and the content semantic space. This gives
us the latent style space and the latent content space.

4.5

Evaluation method

To evaluate the efficacy of style and content features in
predicting author attributes we use logistic regression. We
first form the latent semantic spaces using LSA on the training set. This gives us the k left singular vectors (topics) in
Uk , the k singular values in the diagonal matrix Σk , and
the n right singular vectors (document latent feature representations) in VkT . A logistic regression model is trained on
the 10 continuous features from the latent feature representations of the training documents to predict a binary class
label. We find the accuracy of the trained logistic regression model on the test documents by classifying their latent
feature representations, found with Equation 2.
We predict party (Republican/Democrat) and vote (Yes/No) for the Speech corpus. We predict gender (Male/Female), self-esteem (High/Low), and verbal aggressiveness
(High/Low) for the Chat and Face-to-face corpora. High
and Low correspond to the top and bottom tertiles of the
score. We do not use documents with scores in the middle tertile when training and evaluating predictive models
of self-esteem and verbal aggressiveness.
We perform our evaluation with stratified 10-fold crossvalidation. We compare style and content trained classifiers

against one another and against a baseline majority classifier. We compare accuracies across the 10 folds with a
paired t-test. Our hypothesis is that style topics will more
accurately model speaker attributes than content topics because personal attributes influence the speaking style more
directly and reliably than the content of the speech.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present the experimental results for each of the 12 prediction tasks. For each fold we use the training set to find
style and content topics and the majority class. We use logistic regression to learn a style based predictive model and a
content based predictive model which are then evaluated on
the test set along with a baseline majority classifier. We display the mean accuracy in a graph and discuss significance
in the text.
To get an idea of what the latent topics for each corpus
are, we do LSA on the style and content semantic spaces
of the entire corpus and train a classifier for one prediction
task. We determine the most predictive topics by the absolute value of the regression coefficients. We then present the
top 7 positively contributing words and top 7 negatively contributing words for the three most discriminative style topics and the three most discriminative content topics. Note
that multiplying a left singular value (topic vector), the corresponding latent feature (row of VkT ), and corresponding
regression coefficient by -1 leaves the semantic space and
predictive model unchanged. We present the most predictive topics so that they are all oriented towards the same
class label (the regression coefficients have the same sign).

5.1

Speech results

Baseline, style, and content predictive models of party
and vote are evaluated for the Speech corpus. Their mean
accuracies are presented in Figure 1. Style significantly outperforms baseline (p < .0001) and content (p = .02) in predicting the speaker’s party affiliation. Style also significantly
outperforms baseline (p < .0001) and content (p = .01) in
predicting vote on the bill under discussion. Content is significantly better than the baseline for both party (p = .002)
and vote (p = .02).

0.70

Mean Accuracy

The content semantic space is formed by removing all words
in our set of style words S. Conversely, the style semantic
space is formed by by removing all words except those in the
style set. Thus, the rows of Ms are some subset of the rows
of M corresponding to words in S and Mc is the complement. We use as our style set a list of function words that
is the union of the WordNet stop list [26] and the function
words defined by the English dictionary of the Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count software [27].

Baseline
Content
Style

0.65
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0.50
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Figure 1: Results on Speech data.
Example style and content topics are learned for the entire
Speech corpus. We train regression models on the resulting
style and content latent feature spaces to predict party. The

The three most discriminative style topics for predicting
party, oriented with positive towards Republican
Topic 8
Topic 9
Topic 4
.49∗“and”
.58‘∗“we”
.71∗“;”
.34∗“of”
.22∗“a”
.45∗“&”
.34∗“that”
.22∗“in”
.14∗“(”
.26∗“i”
.18∗“to”
.14∗“)”
.16∗“a”
.14∗“of”
.14∗“.”
.14∗“was”
.12∗“our”
.13∗“that”
.10∗“in”
.11∗“have”
.12∗“is”
..
..
..
.
.
.
−.10∗“;”
−.10∗“my”
−.06∗“$”
−.11∗“is”
−.12∗“not”
−.07∗“in”
−.13∗“the”
−.14∗“and”
−.09∗“for”
−.16∗“for”
−.19∗“it”
−.11∗“'s”
−.19∗“$”
−.24∗“is”
−.15∗“to”
−.22∗“,”
−.31∗“i”
−.15∗“and”
−.40∗“to”
−.37∗“this”
−.23∗“,”
Figure 2: Example style topics for Speech data

The three most discriminative content topics for predicting
party, oriented with positive towards Republican
Topic 6
Topic 9
Topic 4
.25∗“theresa”
.21∗“trade”
.21∗“law”
.21∗“mr.”
.19∗“security”
.21∗“bill”
.16∗“michael”
.17∗“bankruptcy”
.15∗“act”
.15∗“court”
.17∗“committee”
.14∗“committee”
.15∗“trade”
.15∗“united”
.10∗“security”
.15∗“schiavo”
.12∗“homeland”
.08∗“chairman”
.15∗“speaker”
.10∗“debtors”
.08∗“energy”
..
..
..
.
.
.
−.13∗“programs”
−.14∗“budget”
−.16∗“care”
−.13∗“funding”
−.17∗“schiavo”
−.21∗“health”
−.14∗“h.r.”
−.19∗“court”
−.21∗“debtors”
−.14∗“safety”
−.20∗“michael”
−.24∗“tax”
−.24∗“health”
−.21∗“bill”
−.26∗“percent”
−.25∗“bill”
−.23∗“tax”
−.29∗“bankruptcy”
−.26∗“budget”
−.31∗“theresa”
−.34∗“medical”
Figure 3: Example content topics for Speech data

5.2

Chat results

Baseline, style, and content predictive models of gender,
self-esteem, and verbal aggressiveness are evaluated for the
Chat corpus. Their mean accuracies are presented in Figure
4. Style outperforms content in all three prediction tasks.
This advantage is weakly significant for gender (p = .08)
and verbal aggressiveness (p = .06). However, neither style
nor content performs significantly better than the baseline
on any of the prediction tasks for the Chat corpus.

0.70

Mean Accuracy

three most discriminative topics for predicting party are presented for the style model in Figure 2 and for the content
model in Figure 3. Latent topics do not necessarily (and
often do not) have an interpretable meaning. However, it is
interesting to note that the second most discriminative style
topic in 2 when oriented towards Republicans has positive
weights on the words “we” and “our” and negative weights on
the word “I” and “my”. This makes sense in light of the fact
that the Republicans were the majority party at the time
and are generally a more cohesive group than the Democrats.
It is also noteworthy that the words “Mr.”, “Speaker”, and
“Chairman” have high positive weights in the content topics
in Figure 3. These words are honorifics and their use might
be indicative of a more respectful tone. This points to the
difficulty of separating notions of style and content which
we will discuss later.

0.65
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Figure 4: Results on Chat data.

The three most discriminative style topics for predicting
gender, oriented with positive towards Male
Topic 3
Topic 9
Topic 5
.37∗“the”
.39‘∗“a”
.54∗“.”
.33∗“i”
.38∗“is”
.52∗“?”
.18∗“you”
.29∗“to”
.26∗“the”
.14∗“it”
.20∗“you”
.16∗“you”
.13∗“to”
.20∗“it”
.14∗“!”
.08∗“of”
.19∗“!”
.09∗“do”
.08∗“in”
.13∗“this”
.05∗“of”
..
..
..
.
.
.
−.12∗“or”
−.11∗“have”
−.08∗“not”
−.14∗“:”
−.21∗“on”
−.08∗“at”
−.15∗“be”
−.21∗“so”
−.09∗“it”
−.20∗“.”
−.24∗“i”
−.14∗“and”
−.28∗“so”
−.24∗“that”
−.15∗“so”
−.37∗“?”
−.24∗“we”
−.25∗“i”
−.50∗“is”
−.27∗“:”
−.34∗“is”
Figure 5: Example style topics for Chat data
We perform LSA on the style and content semantic spaces
of the entire Chat corpus. We use these latent feature representations to train style and content logistic regression models for predicting gender. The three most discriminative topics with respect to gender are presented for the style model
in Figure 5 and for the content model in Figure 6. We see
words related to the logic problem such as days, names, and
professions are prominently featured in the content topics in
Figure 6. We also see punctuation such as “. . . ” that our
style list missed. Interestingly, there are highly weighted
words such as “ok” and “haha” which are not function words
per se, but might still be considered a style word by merit of
revealing relatively little about content and relatively more

Figure 6: Example content topics for Chat data

about style.

5.3

Face-to-face corpus

We train predictive models of gender, self-esteem, and verbal aggressiveness with the Face-to-face corpus. For each
prediction task we train a baseline majority model and two
logistic regression models, one on the latent style features
and one on the latent content features. Evaluation of these
three models is performed across a stratified 10-fold crossvalidation. The mean accuracies of each predictive model
are presented in Figure 7. Style is significantly better at
predicting gender than both content (p = .03) and baseline
(p = .02). Style has a weakly significant advantage over
content for predicting verbal aggressiveness (p = .08). However, style is not significantly better than the baseline for
aggressiveness nor for self-esteem. Content does not perform significantly better than the baseline on any task for
the Face-to-face corpus.
We use LSA to find the latent style and latent content semantic spaces of the entire Face-to-face corpus. We use these
latent features to train style and content logistic regression
models for predicting gender. The three most discriminative
style topics with respect to gender are presented in Figure 8
and the three most discriminative content topics are shown
in Figure 9. We see some similarities to the topics for the
Chat corpus in Figures 5 and 6. For example, in both the
style and content models the most discriminative topic when
oriented towards predicting Male has “engineer” with a very
positive weight and “. . . ” with a very negative weight.

6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Function word usage, or writing style more generally, reveals useful information about the author. Our results are
consistent with our hypothesis that stylistic features are
more useful than content features for text analysis tasks
involving author attributes. For such tasks, the information discarded with standard stop word lists may be more
revealing than what is left behind.
We obtain the most significant results on the Speech corpus which is the largest corpus. We do not obtain significant
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The three most discriminative content topics for predicting
gender, oriented with positive towards Male
Topic 2
Topic 6
Topic 8
.29∗“–”
.31‘∗“started”
.24∗“last”
.26∗“engineer”
.27∗“new”
.23∗“names”
.24∗“10”
.25∗“person”
.21∗“name”
.18∗“dr.”
.24∗“10”
.16∗“frank”
.17∗“11”
.20∗“dr.”
.15∗“new”
.16∗“05”
.16∗“11”
.15∗“wild”
.16∗“times”
.16∗“worked”
.14∗“got”
..
..
..
.
.
.
−.09∗“cynthia”
−.10∗“frank”
−.19∗“ok”
−.10∗“west”
−.14∗“engineer”
−.19∗“wednesday”
−.10∗“north”
−.17∗“lol”
−.21∗“started”
−.12∗“ok”
−.17∗“sales”
−.23∗“monday”
−.12∗“started”
−.19∗“manager”
−.25∗“haha”
−.14∗“lol”
−.19∗“yeah”
−.25∗“thursday”
−.59∗“. . . ”
−.28∗“ok”
−.27∗“tuesday”
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Figure 7: Results on Face-to-face data.
The three most discriminative style topics for predicting
gender, oriented with positive towards Male
Topic 8
Topic 2
Topic 7
.36∗“not”
.41‘∗“.”
.41∗“?”
.34∗“'s”
.35∗“,”
.33∗“'s”
.32∗“she”
.29∗“-”
.24∗“n't”
.31∗“and”
.09∗“'s”
.21∗“on”
.30∗“that”
.05∗“no”
.18∗“be”
.27∗“a”
.05∗“like”
.18∗“so”
.19∗“on”
.04∗“all”
.15∗“ca”
...
...
...
−.12∗“who”
−.11∗“for”
−.10∗“and”
−.13∗“has”
−.12∗“that”
−.11∗“we”
−.14∗“,”
−.14∗“so”
−.11∗“have”
−.15∗“it”
−.17∗“be”
−.15∗“was”
−.17∗“be”
−.23∗“on”
−.16∗“.”
−.21∗“:”
−.27∗“n't”
−.25∗“i”
−.26∗“?”
−.55∗“the”
−.48∗“the”
Figure 8: Example style topics for Face-to-face data

results on the Chat corpus which is the smallest. We obtain
significant results for gender on the Face-to-face corpus but
not for self-esteem or verbal aggressiveness, where we the
corpus size is reduced by removing participants with scores
middle tertile. This is consistent with previous work concluding that the corpus must be sufficiently large to discern
author attributes [3].
Function word lists may be incomplete. Our style set
missed some punctuation, such as “. . . ” and “–”. More importantly there other words like “yeah” and “oh” that are
not strictly speaking function words but that also carry little information about the content of the text while still being
indicative of its style. This can be coped with by defining
the set of style words as the most frequent words in the corpus [8]. We found that this approach was helpful with the
Speech corpus but not with the Chat or Face-to-face corpora.
We believe this is because the participants in these experiments were all discussing the same logic problem. Therefore
words related to the logic problem are among the most frequent words, but their use is not indicative of style.
Although there are words which we can consider “style”
words because they bear little relation to any particular
topic, words can also be indicative of both content and style.

The three most discriminative style topics for predicting
gender, oriented with positive towards Male
Topic 4
Topic 7
Topic 5
.29∗“know”
.37‘∗“name”
.34∗“yeah”
.28∗“engineer”
.36∗“last”
.20∗“oh”
.25∗“frank”
.28∗“silvia”
.17∗“right”
.23∗“sales”
.26∗“elliot”
.15∗“okay”
.20∗“manager”
.22∗“south”
.15∗“works”
.19∗“elliot”
.17∗“wild”
.15∗“wednesday”
.16∗“test”
.15∗“frank”
.14∗“north”
..
..
..
.
.
.
−.15∗“oh”
−.12∗“okay”
−.14∗“job”
−.17∗“person”
−.15∗“manager”
−.15∗“start”
−.17∗“wait”
−.17∗“sales”
−.18∗“started”
−.18∗“yeah”
−.19∗“know”
−.24∗“person”
−.22∗“started”
−.21∗“thursday”
−.26∗“worked”
−.24∗“. . . ”
−.21∗“tuesday”
−.26∗“know”
−.27∗“okay”
−.27∗“started”
−.35∗“new”
Figure 9: Example content topics for Face-to-face
data

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
For example the words hood, trunk, and muffler indicate
that a text is about cars, but also that it’s author is American because the words bonnet, boot, and silencer were not
used instead. Style is counterfactual in this way; given a
particular denotational meaning (content), style is characterized in relation to the set of possible expressions of that
meaning [2]. Splitting a semantic space into style and content using a simple word list is therefore insufficient. Further
work is needed to develop more sophisticated techniques to
jointly determine content and stylistic features thereby making it possible to distinguish an author’s tendency to choose
a particular subject matter from the tendency to use a specific vocabulary and style when discussing that subject.
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